
Stitch Mask Sewing Instructions 

Supplies:  
Main fabric: 1/4 yard (or piece approx. 9” high x 14” wide) 
Lining fabric: 1/4 yard (or piece approx. 9” high x 12” wide) 
Coordinating thread 
Elastic, bias tape, or twill tape for ties 
 

1. Print & cut out the template	(be sure it's to scale, using the 1" square in the top left 
corner). I suggest printing on to cardstock, or something similar, if you have it 
available to you. 

2. Cut out the fabric.	Lay the template on the fold of your fabric, and carefully cut out 
one from the main/outer fabric of your mask. You will also cut one from your lining 
fabric, but trim so that it matches the dotted lines on the bottom of the mask template, 
and the edges. 

3. Sew the darts.	Fold the main fabric right sides together, and sew the chin and nose 
darts at ¼” seam allowance. Note that the nose dart is curved; you will run off the 
edge of the fold (just like sewing a bust dart). You can backstitch if you'd like, but it's 
not necessary. Repeat for the lining. Press darts to one side, nesting the seam 
allowances for less bulk (see picture below). 

4. Sew main and lining together.	Pin the main mask and the lining along the top and 
bottom, right sides together. Align the darts, nesting the seam allowance (from the 
previous step). Remember you trimmed the lining a little shorter than the main 
fabric, so they will not lie flat together at this point - and that's ok! Stitch at 1/4" seam 
allowance. 

5. Turn and press mask.	Turn the mask right side out, and press carefully. This is 
where trimming the lining a little shorter comes in to play - when pressing, the main 
fabric will roll slightly to the wrong side, making a neat, clean finished edge. 

6.	Topstitch top and bottom of mask.	Catching the main mask seam allowances, sew a 
line of stitching close to the top and bottom edges (about 1/8" away, but don't stress 
over it too much). 

7. Channel for Nose Insert (optional).	Mark	a rectangle, approximately 4" long, 1/4" 
below topstitching at the top of the mask. Stitch one short side and the long side, 
leaving the other short side open for inserting the aluminum nose strip.	Feed	the nose 
strip in to the channel you've just stitched, and carefully stitch the short end closed. 

8. Mark and fold pleats.	Using the lines marked on the template, mark the pleats on 
your mask. Fold the pleats in the direction of the arrows, so that the marks you made 



touch, and pin.	Be sure the pleats are facing the same direction on both ends of the 
mask! 

9.	Stitch	down pleats.	Run a line of stitching, through all layers, near the edge of the 
lining. This secures the pleats. Press. 

10. Fold and stitch side channel.	Fold the ends of the mask just past the line of 
stitching you just made to secure the pleats, and press. Fold a second time, bringing 
the raw edges under to touch the first fold. Pin in place, and stitch very near the fold, 
catching the fold as you stitch. Backstitch at beginning and end of stitching. Repeat 
for second side of the mask. 

11. Feed elastic or bias/twill tape through side channels.	This is a good time to try your 
mask on, and adjust the elastic to fit. Ties are a more flexible fit option, if you are 
making the mask for someone else, and are not able to try it on them. 

 
 


